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2018 AUCTIONS

YEAR IN REVIEW



“I’m the sort of person that likes to build relationships with people, and obviously

Norwest Commercial have got the right guys on-board. I knew immediately that I

was dealing with the right company”

– Adam Hughes



A MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGING DIRECTORS

2018 was another exciting year for the Norwest Commercial and Coutts auction program. We

sold a total of 22 properties, worth over $28m, and an overall clearance rate of 70%. Despite

somewhat challenging conditions, this reflects an exceptional result for our vendors, agents and

purchasers.

Like 2017, there has been a serious shortage of stock being brought to the market for sale.

While purchasers were, in many cases, falling over themselves to acquire property last year,

there has been a noticeable pivoting of the buyer market, especially in the latter parts of this

year. Sales prices on a rate per square metre basis have pulled back, and investment sales yields

have pushed out.

In response to an adjusting market, some have questioned the value of the auction method of

sale and whether it works just as well in a challenging market as a rising one. Our observation is

that the urgency created by the limited auction campaign (usually around six weeks) brings

about a fair transaction for both seller and purchaser. When both parties are motivated to

transact given an impending deadline, an excellent result can be achieved. While other

methods of sale have their place in the real estate agent’s arsenal, the auction process remains

the most transparent, expeditious and fair means of bringing together a willing buyer and seller.

It is for this reason, we remain committed to the process and have pencilled in a full auction

calendar for 2019.

Our proposed auction dates for 2019 are listed. We intend holding a range of auctions both in

rooms at our unique auction events, as well as onsite. We already have a range of properties

likely to be brought to the market in 2019 in this format, and would encourage you, if you are

considering the sale of your property to speak to us. Auction may or may not be the right

method of sale for you and your property, and we would be very pleased to talk you through the

process. A well prepared owner, together with the market’s leading commercial and industrial

specialist agents, with specific experience across all methods of sale, such as those at Norwest

Commercial and Coutts, will achieve the best results for you.

Yours sincerely,



Mark Thorn

Managing Director &amp; Licensee



Grant Beaumont

Managing Director &amp; Licensee
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MARKET OBSERVATIONS



Over the years, we have observed a number of peaks and troughs in the commercial property market. We

typically see that the commercial market follows the residential market but tends not to rise quite as sharply,

nor fall as much or as fast. There has been considerable bad press in relation to the residential market –

reports of dramatic falls in house/apartment prices by 20%+ in some areas has the self-fulfilling effect of

dragging pricing in that market down. There is certainly significant evidence to suggest that there is an oversupply of residential housing, difficulties with funding and softening in prices. Clearance rates in the range

of 40-50% on most weekends (at the time of writing) reflect a fairly depressed state of the residential market.

Our observation is that the major direct issue facing investors in commercial property at the moment is

finance. Despite banks saying they remain “open for business”, the fact is that some have retreated from

non-recourse funding for self managed superannuation funds, there is far more stringent testing of covenants and valuations are far more conservative. That means that the ability for investors to obtain debt

finance has been reduced such that a number agreed transactions have fallen over. We expect that the

ongoing effects of the Royal Commission into the banking sector will continue to have a depressive effect

on the property lending market and therefore, the property market in the nearer term.

Overall fundamentals of the economy remain strong: sustainably low unemployment, reasonably low inflation etc should mean a prosperous economy. While most banks indicate an expectation that interest rates

will increase in 2019, this has been a drawn out story. Most commercial lending rates are comparable or

slightly higher than most yields being achieved on commercial properties which means that debt financed

investors are taking on considerable risk. Fortunately for them, we have observed that leasing rates have

started to improve. However, for investors wishing to sell, there is also an expectation that the yield on which

the property would be sold is also pushing out. As a consequence, for the time being, owners seeking optimum prices for their properties are generally best doing so by offering the property with vacant possession.

In our report of last year, we observed that some developers have noticed the shortage of stock and this is

being filled. Some of those properties are under construction, while a number are being proposed and

going through the development application process. Many talk of the impact of “Chinese money” and we

have noticed greater interest in the commercial market by some of the larger Chinese developers that had

previously been focused on the residential market. New complexes delivered to the market to date seems

to have done very well, although we note that most have had a large share of owner-occupiers. If it is right

that we have passed the peak of the market, it will be interesting to see the response of the market (and

developers) to the changing landscape.

We remain very positive on the overall market. While some adjustment is simply part of the investment cycle,

commercial property as a long term investment is a proven asset class. We would not advocate the short

term speculation in commercial property. Overall, it provides a secure and regular income, with some capital

growth over long periods. It also has the benefit of being affordable to many owner-occupiers as well as

investors.



“I’ve found them to be very honest and very helpful. I’ve tried a few agencies, and I won’t be

moving from these guys”

– Ernie Velonas



MARKETING PROPERTIES FOR AUCTION



Preparing and presenting a property for sale by auction is

not as simple as throwing a sign board up in front of the

property and hoping for the best. Achieving exceptional

results for our clients is not coincidence. In each case, a

bespoke marketing plan was developed. In addition, a carefully considered multi-channel campaign promotes our

auction days.

This year we took things to the next level with significant

advertisements in the Sydney Morning Herald, Australian

Financial Review, and through hundreds of websites.

Our reach included:

• Insert for each auction in the Australian Financial Review,

reaching 18,000 business readers

• Quarter and half page advertisements in the Sydney

Morning Herald

• Over 5 million impressions promoting our auction days

• Distribution of the Auction catalogue to our database

of over 12,000 qualified buyers

• Local newspaper advertisements

• Mail outs

• Online video

• Distribution through Social Media



WHERE DID THE BIDDERS COME FROM?

Engagement through these multi-channels attracted

heightened interest as evidenced through email and

online engagement, all of which is fully tracked and

analysed.

Statistically, we can see that utilising such an exhaustive

range of marketing attracts all the local and active

buyers, but also those other buyers from outside the

area who may be more passive in their searches.

There is no question that successful auctions thrive on

competitive tension which is maximised by attracting

the greatest number of possible buyers.



“Norwest Commercial’s market intelligence

and knowledge is second-to-none”

– Paul Hughes, Presida
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IS NOW THE RIGHT TIME TO SELL?



Through the year, many owners have posed the obvious question and, in truth, the answer depends on so

many factors and a certain amount of crystal ball gazing. In most of the markets in which we operate, there is

a shortage of good quality property which is pushing prices up. Historically low interest rates and good

economic conditions encourage business owners to consider owning their own premises.

Most commentators suggest interest rates will increase which, if they increase enough, may put prices under

pressure. With the difficulties obtaining finance, the number of buyers will decrease. Further, developers have

seized on the shortage of stock and are seeking to meet that demand. More stock on the market can result in

downward pressure on prices for existing stock.

It would not be appropriate to say with any conviction whether now is the time. We would encourage you

though to discuss your specific circumstances with us and hopefully help you to answer the question.

We are now accepting entries for our 2019 auctions. If you are considering selling, we would be delighted to

hear from you. You can be guaranteed of receiving impartial advice based on your circumstances.



2019 Auction Dates*

20 March 2019

22 May 2019

24 July 2019

11 September 2019

6 November 2019



*Subject to change



“When it comes down to the day to day dealings and the relationships, these guys can’t be

matched”

– Tim Spencer, Mulpha



NORWEST COMMERCIAL TEAM



Earle Beaumont | Director



Grant Beaumont | Director



Mark Thorn | Director



Brett Beazley

Head of Sales &amp; Leasing



Fabian Swaleh

Associate Director



Arti Sehgal

Sales &amp; Leasing Executive



Luke Sorbello

Sales &amp; Leasing Executive



Jake McGloin

Sales &amp; Leasing Executive



Jake Calderan

Sales &amp; Leasing Associate



Nathan Adams

Sales &amp; Leasing Associate



Erin McNamara

PA to Brett Beazley



Suzy Michael

PA to Grant Beaumont



Anna Muscat

PA to Grant Beaumont



Alecia Goodman

Head of Property Management



Sonia Thornberry

Property Manager



Suzie Lucero

Property Manager



Keelin Murphy

Property Manager



Tony Mahnkopf

Property Manager



Connie Crampton

Property Manager



Maria Inglott - Senior Manager

Office Management



Lynette Montgomery | Reception

| Administration



COUTTS TEAM



Earle Beaumont

Director



Peter Albee

Director



Hany Saleeb

Associate Director



Glen Robertson

Sales &amp; Leasing Executive



Anthony Forcella

Sales &amp; Leasing Executive



Rachael Hanley-Welsh

Business Systems Administrator

(Pullman Williams )



Grant Beaumont

Director



Gino Cavallaro

Director



Frank Blefari

Senior Sales &amp; Leasing Executive



Raymond Ahsan

Sales &amp; Leasing Executive



Ashkan Ali

Sales &amp; Leasing Associate



Mark Thorn

Director



Sarbjet Thind

Associate Director



Garry Norman

Sales &amp; Leasing Executive



Su Tieng Cubis

Sales &amp; Leasing Executive



Andre Guzman

Sales &amp; Leasing Associate



Patrick Brush

Head of Sales &amp; Leasing

&amp; Licensee



Mark Perminov

General Manager

&amp; Licensee



Wayne Mangion

Associate Director



Thomas Muller

Associate Director



Ray Mayer

Sales &amp; Leasing Executive



James Bendell

Sales &amp; Leasing Executive



Renee Homsi

Business Systems Administrator

(Blacktown)



Peter Pazios

Sales &amp; Leasing Executive



James Eason

Sales &amp; Leasing Executive



Julie Chivers

Business Systems Administrator

(Northwest)



COUTTS TEAM



Loren Kelly

Associate Director

Head of Property Management



Maryanne Said

Property Manager



Thomas Hough

Property Manager



Joanne Qubrosi

Property Manager



David Ferreri

Director



Tahlee Rothemund

Senior Property Manager



Luke Bindley

Property Manager



Daniella Sartorio

Property Manager



Karen Clouston

Associate Director



Dawn Ryan

Property Manager



Alex Celio

Property Manager



Judith Wawszkowicz

Senior Property Manager



Michelle Mifsud

Property Manager



Daniel Van der Have

Property Manager



NORWEST COMMERCIAL &amp; INDUSTRIAL REAL ESTATE

T: 9899 1699 | F: 9899 3778

Suite 5, 38 Brookhollow Avenue

Norwest Business Park, Norwest NSW 2153



www.norwestcommercial.com.au



COUTTS NORTHWEST



COUTTS BLACKTOWN



5.10/12 Century Curcuit

NORWEST NSW 2153



1/33 Holbeche Road

ARNDELL PARK NSW 2148



T: 8883 4000

E: northwest@coutts.com.au



T: 8811 0200

F: 8811 0209

E: blacktown@coutts.com.au



COUTTS PULLMAN WILLIAMS



COUTTS WETHERILL PARK



Level 1, 565 High Street

PENRITH NSW 2750



3/447 Victoria Street

WETHERILL PARK NSW 2164



T: 4731 4731

F: 4731 5731

E: pullmanwilliams@coutts.com.au



T: 9756 3330

F: 8811 0209

E: wetherillpark@coutts.com.au

www.coutts.com.au
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